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ABSTRACT 
For an invertible operator S, we consider the invertibility of the map T 4 STS-’ 
+ S-lTS. When this map is not invertible, the kernel is examined. For a normal 
invertible operator N, a condition on the spectrum of N is found to be equivalent to 
the invertibility of the map T -+ NTN-’ + N-ITN. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All operators considered here are bounded operators on a complex 
Hilbert space 37 The collection of operators on 3 is denoted by B’(E). The 
norm on L%‘(&? used here is the operator-norm. In [2] it is proved that for an 
invertible self-adjoint or skew-symmetric operator S, the operator-norm 
inequality 
J(SzY’ + s-‘TslI > 2lITlI 
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holds for all bounded operators T. This result is not true for many normal 
operators, as the following simpIe example shows. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
Then U is unitary, 
and U-‘TU = 
Thus IJUTU-’ + U-‘TUlj = 0, whereas IJTll = 1. 
The above inequality can also be interpreted as saying that the norm of 
the inverse of the bounded linear map ps : T + STS-’ + S-ITS, on _~&‘(a, 
is at most $, and hence exactly f (take T = I). This example shows that this 
map can fail to be one-to-one. In this note we investigate the following 
question: for which S is the map qs one-to-one? 
We should mention here that the work of McIntosh [6], Bhatia and Davis 
[l], and Kittaneh [51 generalizes this inequality to more genera1 forms [6, 1,5] 
under various norms [l, 51. We are more interested in the invertibility of the 
map ‘ps than in the actual norm inequalities that follow from the invertibility. 
We are motivated by the example above. 
2. GENERAL RESULTS 
For an operator A we write oP( A) for the point spectrum of A, gm( A) 
for the approximate point spectrum of A, a,(A) for the compression 
spectrum of A, and c+(A) for the spectrum. For a set fi of complex 
numbers, fin* denotes the set consisting of complex conjugates of elements of 
a. For vectors x and y in 2, x d y denotes the rank-one operator defined 
by (x 8 yXz> = (z, y)x for all z in Z’. [We use (*, + ) to denote the inner 
product on H.] A result of Rosenblum 17, p. 8; 81 says that if the spectra of 
two operators A and B are disjoint, then the bounded linear map T + AT - 
TB is invertible [has a bounded inverse on 9@+?]. The following form of the 
converse of this result is a special case of Theorem 4 in [3], stated here with 
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proof for completeness. It implies in particular that the converse is true when 
the operators A and B are normal. 
THEOREM 2.1[3]. Let A and B be given uperators. Suppose the (bounded 
linear) map T * AT - TB on S’(Z?I is bounded below. Then Us 17 
[a,(B*)l* = 0. 
Proof. Suppose o,,(A) f~ [ q( B*)]* # 0. Choose a h in u~( A) n 
[ u~;T( B*)]*, and for each n = 1,2,3, . . . ,_choose unit vectors fn and g, such 
that IIAfn - hfnll < 1/ n and IIB*g, - hg,ll < l/n [A is in Us]. Then 
the rank-one operators fn 8 g, have norm one and satisfy 
11 A(f, @ g,) - (f, @ g,)BII = IIAfn @ g, -f, Q B*g,ll 
=G 11 Afn 8 g, - hfn 8 g,ll 
+IlAf,, @ g, -f, 8 B*g,Il 
= IK Af” - Af”) @ g” II 
+ llfn @ (G” - B*gn)ll 
= II Af, - Af,ll + I&, - B*g,ll Q ?. 
n 
Thus the map T + AT - TB is not bounded below. n 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let A and B be normal operators or operators similar 
to normal operators. Then the map T -+ AT - TB is invertible on S&F? ifl 
V(A) n a(B) = 0. 
We will need the following lemma for the construction of an example. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let T be any uperator in S&V?. Then 
0 T 
u ([ I) T 0 = a(T) u U( -T), 
= cr,(T) U q( -T), 
0 T 
o;, 
([ I) T 0 = UT(T) U a;~( -T), 
0 T 
ur T 0 ([ I) = g,(T) u ar( -T). 
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Proof Note that 
[ T 0 T 0 1 commutes with [ 0z 0 I 1 
and the square of the latter equals the identity in L&Z?’ @ a. Observe that 
consequently 
=[; ;]‘_Af: ;] for each A, 
so that if A is in the (point, approximate point, compression) spectrum of 
[ 1 ; i , then A2 is in the (point, approximate point, compression) spectrum of 
T ‘, and therefore by the spectral mapping theorem either A or - A is in the 
(point, approximate point, compression) spectrum of T. This shows the 
inclusion in one direction in all of the claimed equalities. 
The reverse inclusions will be now demonstrated one by one. First 
suppose that A is in the point spectrum of T with x an eigenvector 
corresponding to A. Then 
so that A is in the point spectrum of i, i . Similarly, if -A is in the point 
[ 1 
spectrum of T with an eigenvector y corresponding to A, then 
so that A is in the point spectrum of i E . This shows the reverse inclusion 
for the point spectrum. 
[ I 
Suppose now that A is in the approximate point spectrum of T, and {x,) 
is a sequence of unit vectors such that ll(T - AI)x,l( -+ 0 as n + a. Then 
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so that h is in the approximate point spectrum of F 
1 I 
z . If -A is in the 
approximate point spectrum of T, and 1 y,} is a sequence of unit vectors such 
that IKT + JWy,ll + 0 as n + 03, then 
so that A is in the approximate point spectrum of F i This shows the 
reversed inclusion for approximate point spectra. 
[ 1 
The equality for compression spectra follows immediately from that for 
point spectra once it is observed that a,(R) = [a,(R*>]* for every operator 
R. 
The equality for whole spectra is now immediate, since the union of the 
approximate point spectrum and the compression spectrum is the spectrum. 
n 
3. RESULTS ON INVERTIBILITY 
Note that for any invertible operator S the kernel of the map ps 
coincides with the kernel of the map $rs : T -+ S2T + TS2, because 
s-‘l&W)s-’ = cp,(T). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let S be an invertible operator. Then 
is the kernel of ps, where Qs stands for the invertible operator 
l z s-2 
7r z -s-2 1 1 
Proof. That Qs is invertible follows from checking that 
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is the inverse of Qs. Now 
and therefore 
if and only if T + S-‘TS’ = 0 and T - S2TS2 = 2T. The two latter 
conditions are both equivalent to S2T + TS2 = 0, which, in turn, displays T 
as an element of the kernel of I,/J~ n 
THEOREM 3.2. Let S be any invertible operator. Then the following 
statements are true: 
(a) ZfT is in the kernel of (ps, then o,(T) = o,,-T), o,(T) = a,(-T), 
or(T) = or(-),), so that o(T) = (T(--T) also. Moreover, if A is any 
eigenvalue of T, then the multiplicities of h and of -A are equal. 
(b) The kernel of ‘ps contains no nonzero positive operators. 
(c) Zf a rank-one operator Q is in the kernel of (ps, then Q" = 0. 
(d) Zf there exists an invertible operator in the kernel of c,o,, then 
CQS2) = a;,(- s2>, o&92> = or( - s2), a,.(S’) = a,(-S”), so that also 
u( S2) = u( - S2>. Moreover, if h is any eigenvalue of S”, then the multiplic- 
ity of h and of - h are equal. 
Proof. Suppose T is in the kernel of (ps; then, as noted above, T is in 
the kernel of t+!~s. Thus S2T = -TS2, or T = -S2TS2, and (a) follows 
easily from this. Statement (b) follows easily from (a), as positive operators 
have nonnegative spectra, Statement Cd> is proved by exactly the same 
argument as (a) with the roles of S2 and T reversed. To prove (c), let 
Q = x RI y be in the kernel of ‘ps and hence in the kernel of I,!+. Then an 
easy calculation shows that (S’x) KJ y = C-x) @ (S*2y). Now it is easy to 
see that for two rank-one operators u B v and w B z to be equal it is 
necessary and sufficient that there be a nonzero scalar Z-L such that u = Z..LW 
znd u = (l/p).z. Thus there is a h # 0 such that S2x = -Ax and S*‘y = 
hy. Note that -A(x, y> = (S’r, y> = (x, S*‘y) = (x, hy) = A(r, y). Since 
h # 0, we have ( X, y ) = 0, and hence Q2 = (X 8 yj2 = 0 follows from an 
easy computation. n 
We note that in the example in the introduction U has two eigenvalues of 
same modulus making an angle (when considered as vectors in the complex 
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plane) of 7r/2 at the origin, and T is a rank-one operator. In fact this is 
generally true. We call eigenvalues making an angle of 7r/2 at the origin 
orthogonal eigenvalues. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let N be an invertible normal operator. Then the map (PN 
has a rank-one operator in its kernel if a( N > contains two orthogonal 
eigenvalues of the same modulus. 
Proof. “W’: Suppose A, and A, are orthogonal eigenvalues of N with 
the same modulus. Multiplying N by a suitable scalar, we may assume that 
A, = 1 and A, = i. Now let xi, x2 be unit vectors such that Nxj = Ajxj, 
j = 1,2. Let T = x1 C+ x2. Since N*x, = -ix, and (N-‘)*x, = ix, by 
normality, 
NTN-’ + N-lTN = Nx, 8 ( N-‘)*x2 + N-lx, @ N*x2 
= x1 Q (ixl) + x1 8 ( -ix2) = 0. 
“Only if”: Suppose T is a rank-one operator in the kernel of (Pi, and 
T = x 8 y for some nonzero vectors x and y. Then 
0 = NTN-’ + N-‘TN = Nx 63 (N-‘)*y + N-lx @ N*y, 
i.e., 
Nx Q (N-')*y = (-N-lx) @ N*y. 
By the same reasoning as in the proof of part (c) of Theorem 3.2, there is a 
A # 0 such that Nx = -AN-ix and N-‘*y = (l/$N*y, or equivalently, 
N’x = -Ax and N2y = Ay, by normality. But then, since (r(N2> = 
[ o( N )I2 by the spectral mapping theorem, there exist (Y, ~3 E o(N) such 
that a2 = -A = -p2. Then loI = 1 PI, and (cx//?)~ = -1, or (Y//I = fi. 
Thus + (Y, + /? are orthogonal. To see that + (Y, f p give rise to a pair of 
eigenvalues of N, note that N’x = a2x or (N2 - cr2>x = (N - o)(N + 
a>x = 0. If(N + cu>x = 0, then -CY is an eigenvalue; if (N + a)x # 0, the 
previous equation says that (Y is an eigenvalue. Likewise one of *p is an 
eigenvalue. n 
The same ideas can be used to prove the facts in Corollary 3.4 below. 
Parts (a) and (b) can be proved by using Corollary 2.2 and a modification of 
the proof of Theorem 3.3. Part (c) can be proved by a modification of the 
proof of Theorem 3.2, part (c). 
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COROLLARY 3.4. Let A, B be any operators (not necessarily invertible 
and possibly not normal). Then the following statements are true: 
(a) There is a rank-one operator T = x 8 y such that AT - TB = 0 iff 
a&A) n [a (I?*)]* # 0. 
(b) If tie intersection oP( A) n [ ap( B*)]* consists of only 0, then rank- 
one operators T satisfying AT - TB = 0 are exactly those of the form 
T = x @ y, where x is in the kernel of A and y is in the kernel of B*. 
(c) Zf T is as above, then either T2 = 0 (i.e., (x, y) = O), or x is in the 
kernel of A and y is in the kernel of B*. 
Clearly the construction in the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.3 can 
be done for each pair of orthogonal eigenvalues of the same modulus. When 
a finite number of these rank-one operators are added up, we get a finite-rank 
operator that is still in the kernel of the map qN. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let N be a normal operator. Then the following state- 
ments are true: 
(a) Zf N has n pairs of eigenvalues A,, - A,, A,, - A,, . . , A,, - A, (not 
necessarily distinct, and each number may be repeated up to the dimension of 
the eigenspace), then for each k = 1,2,3, . ,2n, there is a rank-k operator 
T such that NT + TN = 0. 
(b) Assuming the separability of t$e space, if NT + TN = 0 for a rank-n 
operator T, then there exist m = [z + l] pairs of eigenvalues A,, -A,, 
A,, -A,, . . > A,,,, -A,,, of N, multiplicity allowed. Moreover, T is a sum of 
operators of rank one satisfying the same equation. 
(c) For invertible N, statements analogous to (a) and (b) hold for (P,,, 
with the eigenvalues replaced by A,, i A,, A,, i A,, ~ , A,, i A,,. 
Proof. The first part follows from the same construction as in the proof 
of Theorem 3.3. Assertion (c) follows easily from the remark made at the 
beginning of this section. We prove assertion (b). 
Let T be a rank-n operator such that NT = -TN. Then the n-dimen- 
sional range of T is invariant under N, and hence it is reducing. Write 
2?= T% CI9 (Ta’ , Then the matrix of N with respect to this decomposition 
is 
N, 0 
[ 1 0 N,' 
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T, T2 
[ I 0 0’ 
Choose a diagonalizing orthonormal basis for N, and any orthonormal basis 
for (Tml . Write the operators in matrix form with respect to this combined 
basis of Z. Now the operator equation NT = -TN can be rewritten as 
N*T* = -T*N*, that is, 
If hi is an eigenvalue of N, corresponding to the jth basis vector, then 
(making use of the fact that N, is diagonal) the jth column of T * is an 
eigenvector for N * corresponding to the eigenvalue -Aj. Observe that the 
number of nonzero columns of T * is precisely the rank of T, which in turn 
equals the number of eige_nvalues of N, counted with multiplicity. Noticing 
that by normality of N, - hj is an eigenvalue of N * exactly when - hj is an 
eigenvalue of N, we conclude that N has the required number of pairs of 
eigenvalues. Moreover, looking at the last matrix equation, it becomes 
apparent that if Y$ is the operator whose jth row is the jth row of T and the 
rest of whose rows are zero, then Tj is either zero or of rank one, while also 
3 satisfies the same equation as T. Clearly T can be written as a finite sum 
of such operators. The proof is thus complete. n 
A minute’s consideration shows that the proof of Theorem 3.5 can be 
modified trivially to demonstrate the following more general result: 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let A and B be arbitrary operators. Then: 
(a) For any eigenvalues A,, h,, . . , A,, of A which are conjugates of 
eigenvalues of B* (each number may be repeated up to the minimum of the 
two multiplicities) and f or each k = 1,2,3, . ,2n, there exists an operator T 
of rank k satisfying AT-TB = 0. 
(b) Z~AT-TB~= 0 f or some rank-n operator T, and if A is normal, then 
there exist m = [ 2 + 11 eigenvalues (not necessarily distinct) of A which are 
conjugates of eigenvalues of B*. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let N be an invertible operator in S’(m such that there 
is an orthonormal basis of Zconsisting of eigenvectors of N (in particular this 
is true if N is normal and Z is finite-dimensional). Then the kernel of (PN is 
the weak closure of the span of the set of all rank-one operators in the kernel 
of (PN. 
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Proof. Suppose T is in the kernel of (PN. Fix a basis of eigenvectors of 
N. Let matrices [nij] and [tij] represent N and T respectively in this basis. 
Clearly [nij] is diagonal, and all of the diagonal entries are bounded away 
from 0. Consider the matrix [ajj] (not necessarily an operator matrix) of the 
same dimensions defined by 
u,, = lzii + njj = nfi + nz 
‘I 
njj nii niinjj 
for all i,j. 
It is an easy calculation to 
[nijl-‘Ct,l[n,l and [a,l*[tijl ( 
show the equality of [nij][t,j][nij]-’ + 
w h ere * denotes the Schur product). There- 
fore we now look at the left Schur multiplication map L,, ,] on 9(&d) defined 
by Lt.8$m,j]) = [~,~]*[m,~], [mij] in B(s@. It is obhous that Ll,,jl is 
one-to-one exactly when none of the entries of [aij] are 0. Moreover, 
L,, ,([tij]> = 0 means that for all i and j, uij is 0 whenever tij is not. For 
eazh n let T,, be the matrix whose upper left n X n block is exactly the same 
as that of T, and zero everywhere else. Then clearly T,, is in the linear span 
of the rank-one operators in the kernel of p,, and T,, can be shown by very 
elementary methods to converge weakly to T. n 
Now we construct an example showing that (pN can have a nontrivial 
kernel containing no operators of finite rank. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. There is a normal operator N such that (pN has a 
nontrivial kernel containing no nonzero finite-rank operators. 
Proof. In view of Theorems 3.6 and 3.3, it is enough to find a normal N 
with no eigenvalues such that (Pi has nontrivial kernel. Take a self-adjoint 
invertible operator M with no eigenvalues. [In fact we may take M to be any 
normal operator such that U(M) U u( - M) does not contain any closed 
curve winding around zero.] Let 
Then K is self-adjoint invertible and has no eigenvalues by Lemma 2.3. Let 
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Observe that TK + KT = 0. If N is an analytic square root of K, then N is a 
normal invertible operator with no eigenvalues, and 4plv has T in its kernel. 
H 
The spectral condition in Theorem 3.3 is precisely the condition that 
makes or breaks the invertibility of the map 40, for normal N, as the 
following theorem shows. For a subset C! of the complex plane, we write iR 
for the set {ih : A E Ct}, which is exactly the set obtained by a 90” clockwise 
rotation of 0. 
THEOREM 3.9. For an invertible normal operator N, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) The map 4pN has a bounokd inverse on 9(S@. 
(b) [dN)l n [ic+(N)l = 0. 
(c) There exists a positive number 6 such that IINTN-’ + N-‘TN11 3 
611TI( for all Tin 9(fl. 
Proof. (a> implies (b): Assume (PN is invertible. Then, since rp,(T) = 
N-‘I+II~(T)N-~, the map I&,, : T + N’T + TN2 = N2T - T(-N2) is invert- 
ible. By Theorem 2.1, u,,(N2) n [a,(- N*2)]* = 0. Since the spectrum of a 
normal operator coincides with the approximate point spectrum, we have 
U( N 2, n (+( - N 2> = 0. By the spectral mapping theorem, this is easily 
seen to be equivalent to (T(N) n [ig(N)] = 0. 
(b) implies (a): S uppose N satisfies the spectral condition. Then, by the 
spectral mapping theorem, it is easy to see that N 2 satisfies the spectral 
condition o(N2) n m(-N2> = 0. By Rosenblum’s result [8; 7, p. 81, for 
each operator A the equation N 2T - T( -N 2> = NAN has a unique solu- 
tion. Therefore, for each A there is a unique T such that ++(T) = A. So (Pi 
is a bounded linear map that is also one-to-one and onto, and hence has a 
bounded inverse. 
That the condition (a) implies (c) is an easy consequence of the open- 
mapping theorem. We note that the inequality in (c) implies that the map (Pi 
is one-to-one and bounded below and hence has an inverse whose domain is 
the (closed) range of q,, which we cannot conclude at this point to be all of 
S’(2). Therefore we prove (c) implies (b) instead of (a). To prove (c) implies 
(b), we note that 
11~~~ + ~~~11 =I(N(NTN-l + N-lTN)N(I 
1 
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By Theorem 2.1 we conclude that cr( N 2> n (T( - N 2> = 0, and (b) follows 
from this as in the proof that (a) implies (b). This completes the proof. n 
Here we have a proof of a weaker version of the inequality quoted above 
from [2] with a constant S > 0 instead of 2, but it is valid for the much wider 
class of normal operators. Note also that the proof of the sufficiency of the 
spectral condition of Theorem 3.9 does not use the normality assumption, 
Therefore the sufficiency of the spectral condition is true for any operator. 
We list this observation as a corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let S be an invertible operator. Then qo, is invertible 
whenever [u(S)] n [i cr.(S)] = 0. In this case there is a 6 > 0 such that the 
inequality ]]STK1 + S’TS]] > SI]T]I holdsfor all Tin B(m. 
In the normal case the constant S can be estimated from above by the 
methods used here. For if A and /.L are in the spectrum of an invertible 
operator N with a(N) = a,(N), then there are unit vectors fn, g, such 
that IlNfn - &fnll < 1/ n and 1) Ng,, - /J,, g,l] < l/n. So the operators T,, = 
fn @ g,, satisfy the inequality II NT,, N-” + N-‘T,,N(( G I p/h + h/p/ + 
0(1/n). Therefore we have the following: 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let N be an invertible operator with U(N) = u,(N) 
such that [ I+( N >I n [i u( N >] = 0. Then the map pbhi is bounded below by a 
6 > 0 satisfying 
6 < inf . 
Let’s turn to another class of operators, called spectral operators of scalar 
type in Dunford and Schwartz [4]. Th ese operators on a Hilbert space are 
shown by Wermer [9] to be the same as operators similar to normal operators. 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let S be an invertible spectral operator of scalar type 
on a Hilbert space. Then qs is invertible if [o(S)] n [ ia(S>] = 0, and this 
is so iff there is a 6 > 0 such that the inequality 
IISTS-’ + S’TS]I > S](T(I 
holds for all T in 9(m. Moreover this 6 has the upper bound in Corollary 
3.11. 
Proof. By Wermer’s theorem [9], there exist a normal operator N and an 
invertible self-adjoint operator A such that S = A-‘NA. Then S and N have 
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the same spectrum and (ps is invertible iff (pN is invertible. The arguments 
used for the estimation of the constant in Corollary 3.11 can be applied to 
this case. n 
We thank Man-hen Choi for the stimulating discussions that we had on 
this subject. 
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